Golf Club is a club that has a lot of equipment. It is at Goonawarra golf club. We played on the practice ground. Carol was teaching us golf and skills. We went on the course for the last two weeks. We played 3 holes of the course.

From Michael H

In Science Club we did a lot of experiments and tried different ways of doing things till we knew which one was right.

We tried making a motor turn, we made a light bulb flash and we made a battery buzz.

We learnt about our blind spot and did some basic science.

It was a really fun club and I’m glad I got to go in it.

By AMY MAGRI
This year I was in Photography Club with Ms Ryan. In photography club we learnt a lot of different skills. We learnt how to zoom in, how to turn the photo around and lot more. One week we went around the school taking photos of the clubs I enjoyed that week. In photography club we went into the computer lab in the computer lab. We put our photos in it. We made collages as well. For the last 5 weeks I’ve really enjoyed it. So thankyou Mrs Ryan and Michelle.

By Jessie lee

**Puppet Making**

In the Puppet making Club Mrs Pinti told us what we were going to make, but there were only 2 grade 6 students doing puppets. We got to choose the type of puppets we made. We chose to make a tiger and a zebra. The other puppet makers made what the teacher said like a paper plate face, a hand puppet and more, it was a lot of fun.

Lauren 6P

**NETBALL CLUB**

Netball club is a fun and active club for those who like netball. You get to play lots of fun games as well as playing netball. Every lesson before we would play we did stretching and jogging. It was so much fun.

By Dakota
Gardening

When I was in the Gardening Club I planted a lot of trees and little plants. You had to tap the bottom of the container and squeeze the sides really hard and then POP out it came. Materials we will needed were a shovel, water, gloves, fork and plants or saplings, plastic guards, stakes and a hammer. When I was digging a hole I dug it one foot deep and one foot wide then I put a plastic guard on and the stakes then I hammered the stakes in the ground. Then I put the dirt back around the plant and watered the plant then it was finished so I started to help the other people.

Declan 6P

---

Drawing Club

Drawing Club is a fun club because you do lots of drawings for one hour. Most of the time it was free drawing, but other times you had to copy a picture of a drawing card. Some of the card pictures were easy to draw while some were quite tricky.

By Clare
At cooking club we made lots of nice things like smiley faces, lemon slice, mars bar slice and more.

Poor Ms Ryan didn’t get some 😞 😞 😞 😞 😞

Hi my name is Liam and I did Clubs this year. I did outdoor games. We played Kickball, Golden Child, Football, Table Tennis, My favourite thing was Golden Child because everybody played fair and it was a good game. I really enjoyed outdoor games.

By Liam